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The SmartFactory is proud to release version 1.2 RC of its partners management module : 
SmartPartner 1.2 RC ! What is SmartPartner? SmartPartner is an advanced Partners
Management System for your XOOPS site. It features all the fonctionnalities of the original
XoopsPartners module, combined with the features of the other Smart modules !

Made for XOOPS 2.0.x & XOOPS 2.2.x Series

This release will work on both XOOPS 2.0 and XOOPS 2.2.x. However, please note that it
currently does not make use of the additional features of XOOPS 2.2.X

What's in version 1.2 RC?

- The long awaited feature of categories management . Yes, SmartPartner now lets you
organized partners by categories. However, the system is very flexible, and if you don't want to
bother with categories, you can simply not use them and the module will behave as it were
before.

- Easy cloning script ! Thanks to Sudhaker, the module now has an easy cloning script. Have a
look at clone_info.txt.

- Introducing support for XOOPS 2.2.x

- Introducing support for PHP 5.x

Where could I see this LIVE ?

We just updated the partners section SmartFactory with our new module so come have a look :

http://smartfactory.ca/modules/smartpartner

And what about SmartClient?

Yes, what about it ?  Since the cloning procedure of SmartPartner (and soon, of all
SmartModules !) is so easy, we feel SmartClient does not really need a separate development.
SmartClient always was a simple clone of SmartPartner to manage Clients, instead of Partners.
Now you can do this yourself with the cloning script !
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Where can I get it ?

If you are upgrading from a prior version of the module, please carefully read the file
upgrade.txt as it contains important informations about the steps that need to be performed in
order to successfully upgrade to this version.

You can download the module here : SmartPartner 1.2 RC.

The language packs are available here : SmartPartner Language Packs.

As usual, any comments, bugs or suggestion are welcomed on the SmartPartner Community
Support Forum.

Enjoy !
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Made for XOOPS 2.0.x & XOOPS 2.2.x Series

This release will work on both XOOPS 2.0 and XOOPS 2.2.x. However, please note that it
currently does not make use of the additional features of XOOPS 2.2.X

What's in version 1.2 RC?

- The long awaited feature of categories management . Yes, SmartPartner now lets you
organized partners by categories. However, the system is very flexible, and if you don't want to
bother with categories, you can simply not use them and the module will behave as it were
before.

- Easy cloning script ! Thanks to Sudhaker, the module now has an easy cloning script. Have a
look at clone_info.txt.

- Introducing support for XOOPS 2.2.x

- Introducing support for PHP 5.x

Where could I see this LIVE ?

We just updated the partners section SmartFactory with our new module so come have a look :

http://smartfactory.ca/modules/smartpartner

And what about SmartClient?

Yes, what about it ?  Since the cloning procedure of SmartPartner (and soon, of all
SmartModules !) is so easy, we feel SmartClient does not really need a separate development.
SmartClient always was a simple clone of SmartPartner to manage Clients, instead of Partners.
Now you can do this yourself with the cloning script !

Where can I get it ?

If you are upgrading from a prior version of the module, please carefully read the file
upgrade.txt as it contains important informations about the steps that need to be performed in
order to successfully upgrade to this version.

You can download the module here : SmartPartner 1.2 RC.

The language packs are available here : SmartPartner Language Packs.

As usual, any comments, bugs or suggestion are welcomed on the SmartPartner Community
Support Forum.
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Enjoy !
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